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Jayaram in the Hindi

VIDYA OPTS FOR A
HOMELY WEDDING

remake of Thuppakki?
Parvathy S Nayar
ollywood actor Jayaram might
soon go beyond the Malayalam
and Tamil film industries to
make a big time debut. The buzz is
that the actor has landed a dream deal
with filmmaker A R Murugadoss,
whose blockbuster film Thuppakki is
all set to be remade in Hindi.
Apparently, Jayaram, who reprised
the role of army captain
Ravichandran to whom actor Vijay’s
character Jagadish Dhanapal reports
to in the film, will be essaying the
same role in the film’s Hindi remake.
When contacted, the actor told us,
“During the making of the Tamil film,
the director had hinted at the film
being remade in Bollywood with
Akshay Kumar essaying the role Vijay
did in the Tamil film. However, what
surprised me was the invitation he
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The actress will marry Siddharth Roy Kapur at the
latter’s parental home in Cuffe Parade, away from
the fraternity’s prying eyes
Vickey Lalwani
he actress, who has always acknowledged her traditional roots, will remain loyal to them for her big
day as well. We can now reveal — Vidya Balan will
marry Siddharth Roy Kapur at a small, traditional ceremony on December 14 in the presence of
family and only the closest friends. The one-day affair will
take place, not at any five-star destination, but at the sprawling Cuffe Parade apartment in Jolly Maker Towers, which
belongs to SRK’s parents. For the uninitiated, SRK is
Vidya’s affectionate moniker for
Siddharth.
Like everything she does, there
is a little story behind the wedding date as well. And this was
revealed by one of Vidya’s closest
friends. “Vidya’s sister Priya also
got married on December 14. The
close-knit family considers this
date to be extremely auspicious,”
said the friend, adding, “From
next year, this date will bring
twice the happiness for the Balan
family. Priya especially is on
cloud nine.”
Coming back to the venue of
the wedding, we asked the friend
why the couple gave Siddharth’s
Bandra current a miss. After all,
the Bandra pad is more accessible for their guests. “The Jolly Maker apartment is much
bigger. Besides, the Bandra apartment is a rented one. And
Siddharth is not sure if he wants to continue with it,” said
the friend.
Vidya’s trousseau has been designed by Sabyasachi and
she plans to wear saris for the special day. The couple
intend to take off on a Caribbean cruise two days after
the wedding. This is the same cruise plan which was earlier meant to be a family affair.
Once back, the newly-weds will walk straight into
their Rs 14-crore Juhu apartment that Siddharth had
bought last year. As we had reported earlier, this was a
gift for his fiancée. The house has already received his
special, feminine touches, thanks to the actress, who
has been shopping for accessories and highlights for a
while now. The actress is busy wrapping up her
Ghanchakkar schedule with Emraan Hashmi. She goes
off on her wedding break in a couple of days.
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Jayaram

extended to me to be a part of the
Hindi film! I wasn’t convinced if I’d be
able to carry off the same role well in
a language I am not all that great at.”
However, he adds that nothing has
been finalised yet. “I haven’t been
signed on officially yet. So I’m not in a
position to confirm the news,”
Jayaram confesses.
The actor is currently busy with
Tamil films. “Kamal Haasan’s Tenali
opened for me the doors to more comic
roles in Kollywood,” says Jayaram,
whose comic timing in the latest
Vijay-starrer has also been much
appreciated, “Ever since, the number
of offers coming in from Kollywood
has been tremendous; though, I’m not
doing every random role offered to
me.” Jayaram will next be seen in
Siruthai director Siva’s next, besides
in two of Mollywood director Shaji
Kailas’ films.

Wanted to direct Bond, but they can’t afford me now!
Ace filmmaker Steven Spielberg reveals he was rejected to direct a Bond film
resh from saying no to the
new Star Wars film, Steven
Spielberg has shot down
rumours that he’ll direct a Bond
movie, but he has also revealed
how he always wanted to do so
before.
The Hollywood director said
that he once offered his services
to Bond producer Cubby Broccoli
back in the early 70s, before he
made his name with Jaws. “I
went to Cubby Broccoli and I
asked if I could do one and he
said, ‘No.’ I’ve never asked again.
Instead, I made the Indiana Jones
series,” a paper quoted him as
saying. The director had revealed
his fascination with the Bond
series earlier this year. “When I
first started making movies, the
only franchise I cared about and
wanted to be part of was James
Bond,” Spielberg had said.
“When I started out as a TV
director, my pie-in-the-sky dream
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was to make a little movie that
would get some notoriety, and
then Cubby Broccoli would call
me and ask me to direct the next
James Bond picture. But I could
never get Cubby Broccoli to hire
me — and now, sadly, they can’t
afford me,” he said.
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‘I LOVED READING HISTORY IN SCHOOL’
Their books are illuminating, he says, and clearly
depict the amount of
research these authors put
into each novel.
He’s also all praise for
Ramachandra Guha’s history of post-independence
India. In fact, he says, the
seeds of his next book have

Ashwin
Sanghi

already been sown. He’s fastforwarding his travels from
ancient history to work on a
novel based on a businessman in India, in 1946, on the
cusp of Independence.
“My first work was rooted
in theology, the second in
politics and the third in
mythology. This one will

focus on something I already
have a footing in... business.”
Given his rigour, you
know he won’t keep you
waiting eternally for the
next chronicle. It may be
history, but for Ashwin, it’s
very much a day-to-day
affair.
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Prema Naraynen
shwin Sanghi must be
a very disciplined
man. How else can
one be a full-time businessman as well as author of
three best-selling historical
potboilers, all at the same
time? He laughs out loud
when you ask him how he
manages to work two fulltime jobs, and says, “I set
aside time every weekday to
write, from 5 to 9 am in the
morning, but the rest of the
day is spent at the office.”
It’s that sense of organization, coupled with a
sparkling imagination, that
has propelled Sanghi to success. Ashwin says he loved
history in school, and often
picked up books supplementary to his text books. More
than the dates that the
pedantic texts focussed on,
he loved reading about the
people — the kings and the
queens. “If I were given the
option to teach history,” he
says, “there are a hundred
things I’d do differently.”
In fact, it was in school
that he picked up on how
history could be jazzed up to
make the characters come
alive. While reading
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar
as a literature text book, it
moved him to discover that
the events described in the
play had actually occurred
in history, and he felt that
the words rang very true.
However, he’s emphatic
about the fact that it is storytelling and spinning a good
yarn that drives him, not
dexterity with language. The
plain, straightforward style
of writing of authors like
Arthur Hailey and Robin
Cook is what he adheres to.
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